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Culture, Libraries and Information
Services at the Intersection of Development
in India: Propelling Growth in the 21st
Century
Preedip Balaji B.
Abstract
This chapter outlines current developments in Indian libraries,
information services and cultural sector. We highlight recent trends
and developments as India increasingly takes centre stage in the area of
libraries and information literacy development. The chapter also
provides a critical analysis of library and information science education
in India and highlights the need for government strategies and policies
related to public libraries. Some 17 federal states and union territories in
theRepublic of India have nopublic library legislation and therefore low
literacy rates. India needs public awareness campaigns, civic engage-
ment and community developments including the grass-roots empower-
ment of public libraries. Financial reforms, modernization and federal
funding strategies for public libraries are also required to energize
cultural organizations and national libraries. A recent major develop-
ment is the establishment of a National Commission on Libraries
following recommendations by the National Knowledge Commission.
However, Indian public libraries do not cater sufficiently for the growing
youth population or other strata’s of Indian society. The growing Indian
higher education sector also necessitates information policies for open
access, digital preservation and repositories development.
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5.1. Introduction AU :1
5.1.1. Emerging Knowledge Economy in 21st Century
As the millennium unfolds bringing a more equal, progressive and powerful
India into the global arena, Indian economic growth can only be realized
when the grass-roots people are empowered. In order to reach greater
heights in the evolving information landscape, India is at the nexus of
establishing innovative information policies and open governance standards
that requires meticulous planning to be intertwined in national strategic
initiatives. India needs a more flexible, promising and diligent information
workforce and resourceful libraries to push the frontiers of the Indian
information society to achieve a more equitable economy and society. Since
the early 20th century, the Indian library movement has undergone many
changes. The emerging information society is at the confluence of
information, social media and communication technologies. Indian progress
needs social transformation through government planning, policies and
programmes aimed at inclusive growth. Much can be achieved in the Indian
information and library sector. Government policies, public awareness,
social underpinnings, sustainability and concerted development by all
Indian stakeholders are needed to ensure holistic growth.
The current Gross Enrolment Ratio (GER) for Indian higher education
is 11 AU :2%.1 Forthcoming 12th Indian Five Year Plan strives to increase this
substantially. India will soon be a global leader in leveraging information
technology (IT) for productive human resources. Indian Internet penetra-
tion is growing along with the population. In 2009, some 6.9% of Indians
(81 million people) had Internet access, and for 2000–2009 the Internet user
growth was 1,520% (http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats3.htm).2 A
flourishing Indian economy needs an upscaled information infrastructure
to keep pace with the growing user base. The 1,500 Indian higher
educational institutions are set to expand in the 11th Five Year Plan.3 The
Indian government is regulating the entry of foreign universities that will
trigger further growth in the higher education sector.
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1. Planning Commission of India. (2008). Eleventh five year plan: 2007–2012. Vol. 1: Inclusive
growth. Available at http://planningcommission.nic.in/plans/planrel/fiveyr/11th/11_v1/11th_
vol1.pdf. Retrieved on 25 August 2010.
2. Asia-Internet Usage Stats and Population Statistics. (n.d.). Available at http://www.inter-
networldstats.com/stats3.htm. Retrieved on 30 October 2010.
3. Planning Commission of India. (2008). Eleventh five year plan: 2007–2012. Vol. 1: Inclusive
growth. Available at http://planningcommission.nic.in/plans/planrel/fiveyr/11th/11_v1/11th_
vol1.pdf. Retrieved on 5 October 2010.
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5.2. Policy Programmes on Libraries and Information Policy
Manyproposed Indian library and informationpolicies butnever implemented.
One such crucial act, the 1986 National Policy on Library and Information
System by Prof. D. P. Chattopadhyaya was never realized (Patel & Kumar,
2001). In 2005, the National Knowledge Commission recommended national
library reforms and established the National Commission on Libraries with a
policy framework to overhaul libraries for nation’s education and information
literacy development.4 Libraries and information centres for information
development are crucial for India, given the diversity, multilingual states,
geopolitics and high population. In 2009, India had 333million literate youth or
27.4%of the population, and 73%of the total youth growing at a rate of 2.49%
annually, slightly more than that of the 2.08% national rate. In 2020, India will
have 574 million youngsters (Shukla, 2010).5 A 2009 study of Indian youth
media usage found limited use of newspapers (1.3%), magazines (3.8%),
television (0.4%), radio (0.4%) or Internet (1.8%).6
Increasingly IT is making inroads in revolutionizing library functioning and
library Websites.7 Long-term development of libraries needs to be integrated
with national development schemes. New Delhi8 Tamil Nadu9 and West
Bengal10 states show considerable online progress in public library develop-
ment. However, Indian libraries as places for learning and preservation of
culture, arts and heritages are yet to materialize throughout the India. Fiona
(2010) sees libraries, archives and museums as ‘collaboration catalysts’11 that
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AU :14
4. National Knowledge Commission. (2007). Libraries, gateways to knowledge: A roadmap for
revitalization. Available at http://www.knowledgecommission.gov.in/downloads/documents/
NKC_Library.pdf. Retrieved on 5 October 2010.
5. Shukla, R. (2010, April 5). Library as change agent. The Economic Times. Available at http://
economictimes.indiatimes.com/Opinion/View-Point/Library-as-change-agent/articleshow/
5761275.cms?curpg¼2. Retrieved on 5 October 2010.
6. National Council of Applied Economic Research. (2010). National youth readership survey
2009. Indian youth: Demographics and readership. Available at http://www.ncaer.org/down-
loads/MediaClips/Press/FinancialExpress-IndianYouth-DemographicsandReadership.pdf.
Retrieved on 15 October 2010.
7. Vellore District Library Head Office. Statistical Handbook: 2008-2009 Libraries. Available at
http://www.vellore.tn.nic.in/edocs/statistical/SHB2008-2009. Retrieved on 25 September 2010.
8. Delhi Public Library. Available at http://dpl.gov.in/. Retrieved on 5 October 2010.
9. Tamil Nadu Directorate of Public Libraries. Available at http://www.pallikalvi.in/
Directorates/DPL/. Retrieved on 5 October 2010.
10. West Bengal Public Library Network. Available at www.wbpublibnet.gov.in/. Retrieved on
5 October 2010.
11. Fiona, L. (2009). Libraries, archives and museums find more in common — Together.
Nextspace, (14)11. Available at http://www.oclc.org/nextspace/014/download/nextspace_
014.pdf. Retrieved on 5 November 2010.
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need strong federal funding and policies to promote arts, heritage, artefacts and
preservation of cultural diversity. The organizational structure of Indian
libraries needs redefinition to support arts, literature, promote reading and
utilization of public libraries.
5.3. Library Development— Challenges
Studying the library historiography and the development challenges in
India, Davis and Taher (1993) stated: ‘Some in the library establishment are
convinced that the government is interested in libraries and literacy on only
a marginal level. Though individual states differ greatly in their provision of
library service, a prevalent idea seems to be that passing library legislation
by itself will result in great advances, whereas funding and implementation
have frequently failed to support legislation’.12 Banarjee (1996) decries the
huge gaps between lawmakers and public libraries: ‘At one end of the
spectrum the country can boast of a highly specialized information retrieval
system, but at the other end stands the common man who has no access even
to basic reading material or advice because of the lack of a public library
network spread throughout the length and breadth of this vast country.
While there is an ‘‘information flood’’ in some places, there is an
‘‘information drought’’ in many others’.
There are some 50,000 to 60,000 Indian public libraries. However,
Iyengar (2009) states that: ‘Although numerically vast, for a country as large
and diverse-linguistically, culturally, socially and economically-as India, the
public library system in its current state generally does not satisfy the levels
of service that one would ordinarily desire. Although various factors have
colluded to produce the current state of disrepair in the Indian public library
system, a recurring complaint of financial incapacity, endemic to most
developing countries, is among the more important bottlenecks afflicting the
system (p. 5)’.13
Various impeding factors in organizing culture and libraries sector limit
Indian public libraries, including bureaucracy, indifference and government
apathy with no accountability and result-oriented approach. In addition to a
lack of
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12. Davis, D. G., Jr., & Taher, M. (1993). Library history in India: Historiographical assessment
and current trends. World Libraries (3)2. Available at http://www.worlib.org/vol03no2/
davis_v03n2.shtml. Retrieved on 5 November 2010.
13. Iyengar, P. (2010). The library exception under the Indian Copyright Act 1957. Available at
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id¼1555718. Retrieved on 20 September 2010.
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� Initiative, strategic planning by field agencies and failing programmes in
outreach and delivery
� Integrated collaboration among various divisions in culture sector and
collective advocacy for culture policy and information literacy
� Needs assessment of funding, incentives and utilities at the grassroots
� Awareness of science and the power of information
� Lacunae in information marketing schemes for children and youth,
literary festivals, volunteering avenues
� Coordination among publishing industry, information exchange stan-
dards and statutory compliances
� Detached outlook of libraries from museums, arts, archives and the
affiliate apex organizations and disintegrated LIS education.
5.3.1. National Libraries, Archives and Museums
Indian national libraries were conceived during the pre-independence era,
although modernization of their services is yet to be fully realized. Table 5.1
provides a list of national Indian cultural organizations.
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Table 5.1: Major cultural organizations of India.
Library name Year
established
Holdings Website
National
Library of
India, Kolkata
1902 24,65,352 http://www.nationallibrary.gov.in/
Connemara
Public
Library,
Chennai
1890 6,90,338 http://59.90.240.228/cgi-bin/koha/
aboutus.pl
Central Library,
Mumbai
– – –
Delhi Public
Library, Delhi
1944 1,50,000 http://www.dpl.gov.in/
National
Museum,
New Delhi
1946 2,00,000 http://www.nationalmuseumindia.
gov.in/
National
Archives of
India
1891 38,75,332 http://nationalarchives.nic.in/
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5.3.2. Union Catalogues of Publications
National bibliographies and union catalogues document and assist resources
sharing, and bibliographic growth. Table 5.2 lists the major Indian national
union catalogues of serials, bibliographies and subject union catalogues of
monographs.
5.3.3. Digital Library Initiatives
The last decade has seen some Indian digital library initiatives on a large scale.
The open access movement and the ubiquity of open-source technologies
supported the development of institutional repositories, electronic thesis and
dissertations systems (Bansode & Pujar, 2008). Table 5.3 lists some major
Indian digital library projects.
5.3.4. National Information Systems
Table 5.4 lists major Indian information systems projects.
These projects and their utilities can be increased if offered community
participation with customizable solutions and lasting beyond time-bound
constraints.
5.4. Libraries, Arts Conservation and Culture Policy
Indian culture is as diverse as its communities, landscapes and languages.
The medieval India had scriptures, manuscripts and incunabula written in
Hindi, Pali, Sanskrit, Urdu and Persian languages on different media. Aziz
Indori’s library boast of having the Hindu great epics of India Mahabaratha
and Ramayana written by a Muslim scholar Abul Fazal in Persian and
Urdu languages,14 in support of religious tolerism and interfaith dialogue
that era spearheaded. Some Indian oriental and manuscript libraries call for
modernization and digitization. The Indira Gandhi National Centre for
Arts has made enormous visible commendable contributions through
conservation projects.
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14. Khaitan, R. (2008, July 24). Indore library has rare volumes of Hindu scriptures in Arabic,
Portuguese and Farsi. Available at http://www.newstrackindia.com/newsdetails/8164. Retrieved
on 1 November 2010.
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The Research Laboratory for Conservation of Cultural Property,
National Archives of India and National Museum, New Delhi, needs more
collaboration to conserve for future generations. The Archives and Access
Project from the Centre for Internet and Society, Bangalore, is also a
notable contribution.15 The Indian government rarely collaborates to
integrate libraries, art museums and archives, despite researchers and
historians facing limited resources for interdisciplinary research encompass-
ing social sciences and humanities. Unfortunately, arts conservation and
advocacy efforts from Indian academic, public and special libraries are
negligible. Indian federal funding agencies have limited collaboration with
educational institutions and public organizations. Indian archives, national
libraries, museums and arts houses are stagnating. Despite funding
opportunities, cultural resources are less used and rarely exhibited. India’s
cultural sector needs streamlining and restructuring to facilitate transpar-
ency, utilization and accountability of public funds and resources.
5.4.1. Public Library Legislation and Funding
During Indian pre-independence era, the library movement drove the public
towards independence, education and literacy. Today, public libraries
development is challenged by a lack of policies, programmes and
lackadaisical policymakers (Abraham, 1987). Indian public libraries are
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Table 5.4: List of major Indian information systems.
Name of the information
system
Website Subject coverage
Environmental
Information System
http://www.envis.nic.in/ Environmental
sciences
Biodiversity Information
System
http://www.bisindia.org/ Geospatial, biology
and biodiversity
ENVIS Centre on
Conservation of
Medicinal Plants
http://envis.frlht.org.in/ Medicinal plants
Bhuvan — Indian Earth
Visualization System
http://
bhuvan.nrsc.gov.in/
Remote sensing,
earth observation,
and visualization
15. Archive and Access. Available at http://publicarchives.org/. Retrieved on 5 September 2010.
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functioning without strong federal support after 62 years of independence
due to a lack of long-range planning. Library legislation requires robust
constitutional support, federal funding and effective delivery mechanisms.
Indian public libraries are growing in urban and semi-urban areas both in
readership and information services. Since 2000, Koha an open-source
integrated library solutions (ILS) by Delhi Public Library, New Delhi16 and
Connemara Public Library, Chennai17 was accepted by many public library
authorities. As public service organizations, Indian libraries need more
strategic direction, leadership and planning. The proposed National
Commission on Libraries will auger well in understanding the role of
library and information centres on a national scale.18 The British Library,
British Museum and Victoria and Albert Museum announced future plans
with Indian Partner Institutions.19 Anna Centenary Library in Chennai
since September 2010 is the largest public library in South Asia.20 Out of 28
states and 7 union territories, only 18 states have enacted state library
legislation (Das, 2010; Kumar, Jeyaraj & Gaur, 2010). Table 5.5 shows the
list of Indian states with public legislation.
Table 5.6 shows the percentage of Indian public libraries penetration
across the India. With the ubiquity of IT, public libraries would flourish
ushering in inclusivity and accessibility.
Indian states without public library legislation and the few who recently
enacted such legislation have lower literacy rates. The lowest literacy rate
occurs in Bihar (47%), for union territories in Dadra, Nagar and Haveli
(57.6%) and for districts in Dantewada and Chhattisgarh (30.17%).21
Complying with the International Federation of Library Associations and
Institutions (IFLA) standards, ‘there should be one public library for every
3000 people and with over 1 billion people, our country needs more than
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16. Delhi Public Library Online Public Access Catalogue. Available at http://59.176.17.111/.
Retrieved on 5 September 2010.
17. Connemara Public Library Online Public Access Catalogue. Available at http://
59.90.240.228/. Retrieved on 5 September 2010.
18. Bhatia, S. (2009, October 12). National commission on libraries to be set up. The Times of
India. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/home/education/National-commission-on-libraries-
to-be-set-up/articleshow/5114042.cms. Retrieved on 28 October 2010.
19. British Library (2010, 30 July). British Library, British Museum, and the Victoria and Albert
Museum have plans with Indian partner institutions. Available at http://pressandpolicy.bl.uk/
Press-Releases/British-Library-British-Museum-and-V-A-announce-future-plans-with-Indian-
Partner-Institutions-403.aspx. Retrieved on 5 September 2010.
20. Venkatesh, M. R. (2010, September 15). Chennai now boasts South Asia’s largest library.
Deccan Herald. Available at http://www.deccanherald.com/content/96894/chennai-now-boasts-
south-asias.html. Retrieved on 30 September 2010.
21. Census, (2001). Number of literates and literacy rate. Available at http://www.censusindia.
gov.in/Census_Data_2001/India_at_Glance/literates1.aspx. Retrieved on 25 October 2010.
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343000 public library units which means there may not be even one public
library for 8–10 rural villages’ (Jeevan, 2008, p. 231). Reviewing the Indian
digital librariesMahesh andMittal (2008) state that ‘digital format information
is available 60% to70% indeveloped countrieswhereas in adeveloping country
like India, this availability is 2.5%, highlighting the need for a national
information policy and training of library professionals to accelerate the
transformation of traditional libraries to digital libraries in India (p. 19)’. The
slow development of the Indian public library system is a major concern, as
many legislation acts are not enforced, dysfunctional and inactive.
5.5. Challenges for Public Library Development
5.5.1. Revitalizing the Library Legislations and Tax Reforms
Few efforts have revitalized the library acts and sources of finance to
overcome the incapacities of Indian libraries. Importantly, many state
legislative acts fail to levy at the district and local levels, thus failing to gain
robust financial support to build and strengthen libraries at grass-roots level.
Let us consider the library cess structure of Karnataka Public Libraries Act,
1965: ‘Library cess’ means a cess levied under section 30 of public libraries
act; the rate of three paise for every rupee of the taxes is to be levied, and
cannot exceed six paise for every one rupee. Out of the cess levied 10% are
retained at the panchayat or village level, and balance are remitted to the
city library authority or district library authority.22 This approach is not
uniform across Indian states acts with no regulation and intervention of
statutory bodies. Table 5.7 shows all public library acts and their sources of
income (Bhattacharjee, 2002), and the percentage of revenue tax.
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Table 5.6: Penetration of public libraries in India and the percentage
covered (Ghosh, 2005; Das & Lal, 2005).
Demography of India Number Public libraries Number %
States and union Territories 35 State central libraries 28 80
Districts 592 District libraries 451 76
Talukas 3,987 Taluka 501 12.5
Villages 587,226 Rural libraries 28,820 4.9
22. Karnataka Department of Public Libraries (1965). The Karnataka Public Libraries Act,
1965. Available at http://www.karnatakapubliclibrary.gov.in/pdf/libraryact1965.pdf. Retrieved
on 5 September 2010.
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Given the spiraling prices of hybrid information resources and
demanding users, the current financial system requires a serious revision
to the changing times. Moreover, Web-based information has taken over the
learning atmosphere and local libraries should provide computers and
Internet access to all patrons. India’s public libraries have limited computers
and access to library catalogues (Hill, 2007). The Delivery of Books and
Newspapers Act, 1954 states that every Indian publisher should submit free
of cost every publication to the four regional legal deposit libraries: National
Library, Kolkata, Connemara Public Library, Chennai, Delhi Public
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Table 5.7: List of public library acts and their sources of income.
State Library cess
— yes/no
Sources of finance Revenue tax
(%)
Tamil Nadu Yes Property tax 10
Andhra Pradesh Yes Lands and buildings 8
Karnataka Yes Lands, buildings,
vehicles and
profession
6
Maharashtra No State exchequer –
West Bengal No State exchequer –
Manipur No – –
Kerala Yes Property tax Not less than
1% of state
expenditure on
education
Haryana Yes Local body to level cess –
Mizoram No State exchequer –
Goa Yes Surcharge on IFML at
0.50 paisa per litre and
0.50 paisa on bulk bear
per litre
1% on state
education
budget
Gujarat No – –
Orissa No – –
Uttaranchal No data available
Rajasthan No data available
Uttar Pradesh No data available
Chhattisgarh No data available
Bihar No data available
Arunachal
Pradesh
No Library development
fund/state exchequer
–
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Library, Delhi and The Central Library, Mumbai.23 This policy is far from
realized due to print costs and the price of publications, and majority of
publishing houses hardly comply. Because of no legislative review, the need-
based purchasing of local resources and collection development of public
libraries has failed altogether, thus affecting bibliographic control and
cataloguing of publications. No enforcement exists and this has adversely
impact the publication of the Indian National Bibliography based on
deposits at National Library of India, Kolkata.
5.5.2. Local Library Authority, Membership Strategy and Taxation
In the initial eight library legislations drafted by S. R Ranganathan, a local
library authority in each district was incorporated in the library bills to
ensure autonomy and facilitating local-level administration to a decentra-
lized purchasing policy without state government control (Hashmi, 1983).
Besides the library cess, patrons had to pay a refundable deposit towards
library services and borrowing privileges. Nowadays, public library
authorities levy membership fees, and patrons pay annual subscription
besides the cess .24 The Connemara Public Library Website says children
under the age of 17 are not permitted.25 The Indian government needs to
initiate reforms, liberalization and public–private partnerships mode of
operations to establish more public libraries in order to reach all citizens.
The Raja Rammohun Roy Library Foundation is engaged in public library
development. However, its organizational structure and responsibilities need
to be broader than supplying books and grants to include building libraries
across the states, strengthening libraries through collaboration, partnership
and outreach programmes, and collaboration with the National Book Trust,
Sahitya Akadamies and regional language councils to yield continual
benefits.
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23. National Library. (1954). The Delivery of Books and Newspapers Public Libraries Act, 1954.
Available at http://www.nationallibrary.gov.in/nat_lib_stat/pdfs/db-act.pdf. Retrieved on 15
October 2010.
24. Govindaraj, M. P. (2010, August 10). Library development in India [Review of the book
Library and Information Services in India-States and Union Territories: on the Eve of Millennium,
Edited by M. K. Jain]. Available at http://www.hinduonnet.com/2001/08/21/stories/
1321017a.htm. Retrieved on 28 September 2010.
25. Connemara Public Library Website. Available at http://www.connemarapubliclibrarychennai.
com/services.htm. Retrieved on 5 September 2010.
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5.5.3. Bibliographic Control and Regulating the Publishing Industry
The Indian publishing industry is rapidly growing with increased scientific
productivity (Adams, King & Singh, 2009; Jain, 2009). More standardiza-
tion of Indian publications would enhance quality. All the publication
output should be controlled through an enduring programme for greater
bibliographic control either in the form of prenatal cataloguing as
propounded by S R. Ranganathan or through any potential programme.
Manalan, Balaji and Rani (2009) trace growing Indian publications
(Table 5.8).
5.6. Libraries
5.6.1. School Libraries
Elementary, primary and higher secondary schools need government
policies to provide infrastructure and sufficient funding to have school
libraries in their premises. Private Indian schools have English in their
syllabi and provide computer-assisted learning. State-run Indian schools
have no access to books and computers (Hill, 2007, p. 5). Many national
literacy policy programmes, including the National Mission on Education
through ICT,26 show the importance of school libraries to the learning
process. Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan’s school library policy and qualified
library personnel support learning and teaching. International schools in
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Table 5.8: International business publication’s debuted Indian editions.
Title of publication Commenced year, publisher
and place
Launched in
India
The Wall Street Journal —
Indian Online Edition
1889, Dow Jones, New York February 2009
Forbes — Indian Edition 1917, Forbes, New York June 2009
Technology Review —
Indian Edition
1899, MIT, Boston August 2009
26. Ministry of Human Resource Development. (n.d.). Mission Document on National Mission
on Education through Information and communication technology. Available at http://
www.education.nic.in/dl/MissionDocument.pdf. Retrieved on 15 October 2010.
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cities have school libraries and state-run schools in urban and rural areas
need libraries, computers and learning aids. India’s literacy rate can increase
when Indian schools have libraries. Regional imbalances, mire language and
state politics are factors in obstructing the progress of literacy. In a
landmark act of free and compulsory education for children, the school
library is an acknowledged enabler as the Right to Free and Compulsory
Act, 2009 shows in the Schedule-Part II, norms and standards for the
schools: ‘there shall be a library in each school providing newspaper,
magazines, and books on all subjects, including story-books’.27 Though,
there were several amendments, apparently, its implementation has to be
watched. Department of Early Literacy and School Libraries working under
the aegis of National Council of Educational Research and Technology has
piloted a project to provide books for schools, and its outcomes are
anticipated.28
5.6.2. University and College Libraries
India has 475 universities, excluding private colleges and other technical
education institutions. Information and communication technologies and
globalization have impacted higher education worldwide. Some 135 Indian
higher educational institutions have international enrolments increasing
from 13,267 in 2004–2005 to 21,206 in 2007–200829 (Table 5.9).
The 11th Planning Commission Report on Education30 also enumerates
the growth of higher education institutions in India (Table 5.10).
Indian academic libraries have augmented their services despite an
increasing user base, but the potential of online information services has not
been realized. INFormation and LIBrary NETwork centre’s innovative
programmes and information infrastructure support have been instrumental
to academic libraries development. All University Grants Commission
(UGC)-funded universities are connected to INFLIBNET; the National
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27. Ministry of Human Resource Development (2009). The Right of Children to Free and
Compulsory Act, 2009. Available at http://www.education.nic.in/elementary/freeandcompul-
sory.pdf. Retrieved on 5 November 2010.
28. National Council on Education Research and Technology. Department of Early Literacy
and School Libraries. Available at http://www.ncert.nic.in/html/rdc/vision.html. Retrieved on
25 October 2010.
29. Dongaonkar, D., & Negi, U. R. (2009). International students in Indian universities, 2007–
2008. New Delhi, India: Association of Indian Universities. Available at http://www.aiuweb.
org/Research/ISIU2009.doc. Retrieved on 5 November 2010.
30. Planning Commission (2008). 11th Five Year Plan document on Education. Available at
http://www.education.nic.in/plan/XIPlandocument.pdf. Retrieved on 5 November 2010.
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Library and Information Services Infrastructure (N-LIST) for scholarly
content programme covers 1493 college libraries. From AU :3November 2010,31
they accessed the UGC-INFONET programmes-Digital Library Consor-
tium and Indian Theses and Dissertations database as the total colleges were
18,064 and National Accreditation and Assessment Council (NAAC)-
accredited colleges were 3,492 in 2008.30 Under the UGC-INFONET 2.0
programme, all UGC-approved institutions use enhanced 10 Mbps
bandwidth.32 University and college libraries accredited through NAAC
have libraries. Librarians need to be more proactive and unleash their
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Table 5.9: Total number of universities in India — 2009.
Status Member Non-member Total
State universities 177 58 235
Deemed universities Self-finance 29 59 47 71 76-SF 130
Public funded 30 24 54-PF
Central universities 26 14 40
Private universities 8 29 37
Institutions of national
importance
11 22 33
Total universities 281 182 475
Table 5.10: The growth of higher education sector.
No. of institutions 2002 2007
Universities 201 378
Colleges 12,342 18,064
National assessment and accreditation council accredited
Universities 61 140
Colleges 198 3,492
Enrolment in lakhs 75 140
31. Information and Library Network (2010, November 27). National Library and Information
Service Infrastructure for Scholarly Content. Available at http://nlist.inflibnet.ac.in/. Retrieved
on 27 November 2010.
32. UGC-INFONET 2.0. Available at http://www.inflibnet.ac.in/infonet/. Retrieved on
5 November 2010.
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potential through innovative liaison programmes, subject specialists,
designing course management systems, developing instructional technology
and social network applications and new electronic information services.
5.6.3. Growth of Institutional Repositories
Using open-source archiving repository softwares, institutional repositories
are affecting institutional archiving. Indian academic libraries increased
their electronic deposits of research output. The Registry of Open Access
Repositories33 shows (Figure 5.1) the increase in Indian institutional
archives — electronic thesis and dissertations, teaching objects and
e-journals. In January 2011, the Indian institutional accounts were 56.
5.6.4. Consortia, Networks and Cooperatives
India has few discipline-oriented consortia supporting resource sharing.
Regional library networks are spread across cities such as Delhi, Kolkata,
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Figure 5.1: Growing records of Indian institutional repositories.
33. Registry of Open Access Repositories. Available at http://roar.eprints.org/. Retrieved on
15 January 2011.
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Ahmadabad AU :4, Mysore, Pune, Chennai and Mumbai. DELNET is a national
cooperative service for interlibrary and resources sharing. Table 5.11 shows
the major Indian library cooperatives.
5.6.5. Health Science Libraries
Indian health science libraries have tripled with more private players and
government medical colleges. Electronic Resources in Medicine (ERMED)34
is a notable national consortium for health science libraries. The National
Medical Library, New Delhi, was established in 1961 and designated as
national importance for medicine in 1966.35 NTR MEDNET is a regional
consortium for networking and resources sharing among health science
libraries in Andhra Pradesh.36 Karnataka has HELINET consortium37
affiliated with Rajiv Gandhi University of Health Sciences, Bangalore. The
Traditional Knowledge Digital Library is under the Council of Scientific
and Industrial Research (CSIR) Department of Ayurveda, Yoga and
Naturopathy; Unani, Siddha and Homeopathy (AYUSH) holds 150
archival textbooks and 229,395 transcriptions in Indian medicines38 and
has curbed many international bio-piracy and patent infringements
(Business Line, 2010).39
5.6.6. Specialist Libraries
Embassy mission libraries for the United States, United Kingdom and
Germany exist in India. Hippocampus, Librarywala, Indianlibraries.com,
Eloor Libraries, FriendofBooks, Healthlibrary.com, Bookmeabook.com are
private players in Indian public libraries. More electronic information
services and electronic commerce are increasing sales of books and
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34. Educational Resources in Medicine Consortium. Available at http://www.nmlermed.in/.
Retrieved on 20 October 2010.
35. National Medical Library. Available at http://www.nml.nic.in/about.html. Retrieved on
20 October 2010.
36. NTRMEDNET Consortium. Available at http://www.ntrmednet.edu.in/ntrmednet.html.
Retrieved on 20 October 2010.
37. RGUH S-HELINET Consortium. Available at http://www.rguhs.ac.in/HELINETHOST-
CONSORTIUM/homehelinethost.htm. Retrieved on 20 October 2010.
38. Traditional Knowledge Digital Library. Available at http://www.tkdl.res.in/tkdl/
langdefault/common/Abouttkdl.asp?GL¼Eng. Retrieved on 20 November 2010.
39. KDL, an effective deterrent against bio-piracy. (2010, October 19). BusinessLine. Available
at http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/2010/10/20/stories/2010102050650700.htm. Retrieved
15 November 2010.
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electronic resources. Infibeam’s Pi and EC Media International’s Wink are
the India’s indigenous e-reading devices from 2010. Increasingly Indian
corporate libraries are developed by Indian corporations and IT companies,
including the multinational companies Accenture, Tata Consultancy
Services, Capgemini, Wipro. Tata Consultancy Services library, Mumbai,
won the 2009 Special Library Association’s Centre of Excellence Award, the
first time for an Asian library.40 The Learning Resource Centre of Indian
School of Business, Hyderabad, won the 2010 IFLA InternationalMarketing
Award for its innovative information product ‘Global InfoWatch’.41
Parliamentary libraries house documents of all government transaction
records on parliamentary affairs. The Central Secretariat Library, New
Delhi42 has an online presence. Similarly, state secretariat and legislative
libraries are established, but not highly visible for the general public. These
libraries offer citizens history, insights and facts, but need more preserva-
tion, digitization and public access for government records. Government
information access is poorly publicized, but hopefully e-governance plans
will provide greater accessibility.
Some thirty-nine Indian CSIR labs43 and other Indian organizations —
Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO), Indian Council
of Agricultural Research (ICAR), Indian Council of Medical Research
(ICMR), Department of Atomic Energy (DAE), Indian Space and Research
Organisation (ISRO) and Department of Science and Technology (DST) —
have a well-established library networks. The National Institute for the
Visually Handicapped, Dehradun, has National Braille Library with 85,000
volumes, the National Talking Book Library has 4000 titles44 and the All
India Institute of Speech and Hearing, Mysore, has over 17000 volumes in
rehabilitation sciences with extensive online resources.45 Indian special
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40. Sato, K. (2010). TCS Library and Information Centre wins SLA’s ‘Centre of Excellence.
SLA Asian Chapter News, 6(1). Available at http://units.sla.org/chapter/cas/Asian_Chapter_
News_2010_Vol_6.pdf. Retrieved on 5 November 2010.
41. IFLA Section on Management and Marketing (2010, March 15). 8th IFLA International
Marketing Award Winners. Available at http://www.ifla.org/en/news/8th-ifla-international-
marketing-award-winners. Retrieved 5 November 2010.
42. Central Reference Library. Available at http://crlindia.gov.in/languageb.htm. Retrieved on
5 November 2010.
43. Human Resource Development Group. Council of Scientific and Industrial Research. (n.d.).
List of CSIR laboratories and their important research programmes. Available at http://
csirhrdg.res.in/srf_anx_i.pdf. Retrieved on 26 November 2010.
44. National Institute for the Visually Handicapped. Available at http://www.nivh.in/node/64.
Retrieved on 10 November 2010.
45. All India Institute of Speech and Hearing, Mysore. Available at http://aiish.ac.in. Retrieved
on 10 November 2010.
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libraries regional presence needs strengthening, not just confining to these
institutional limits. With no federal policies and a not-so amicable Indian
Copyright Act, 1957, amendments against conventional formats for
disability access have deterred special collection building.46 Prison libraries
development lags behind in the engagement and rehabilitation of prisoners.
5.7. Library and Information Science Education
5.7.1. What I Was Taught, What Do I Practice?
Current Indian Library and Information Science (LIS) education requires a
complete overhaul to
� Monotonous curriculum on LIS real-time values, specializations and
application for learning or implementation
� Course modules with emphasis on practicalities and understand diversity
� More subjects in frontier multidisciplinary areas
� Library seen as a community resource for community development
� More link between theory and practice
� More quality teaching and less rote learning.
India lacks library associations fostering research and scholarship in
teaching and supporting professional development and a national accred-
itation system to oversee and regulate LIS education. Miwa (2006)
highlights following problems in Asian LIS education:
(1) LIS graduates not seen by employers as capable knowledge workers.
(2) Low interest by LIS graduates in public library work.
(3) More focus on ICT-based information management education.
(4) More trained faculty teaching cutting-edge rather than traditional
library courses.
Miwa (2006) suggests reforms for creating new job markets: connecting
research and practice, redefining the LIS identity, enhancing the information
professionals standing and matching qualification systems with employment
procedures.
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46. Rao, R. (2009, September 29) Right to Read Campaign, Chennai. Available at http://
www.cis-india.org/advocacy/accessibility/blog/right-to-read-campaign-chennai. Retrieved on
5 November 2010.
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In 1929, the first Indian librarianship certificate course was conducted by S.
R. Ranganathan in Madras. Subsequently by independence in 1947, four
diploma courses followed. The library science schools grew from 78
universities in 2001 (Patel AU :5& Kumar, 2004) to currently 100 universities.
Many Indian universities have digital library courses, but rudimentary
components are dominant with no specialization (Varalakshmi, 2009).
Sarkhel (2006) states that Indian LIS education has inadequate infrastructure,
ineffective training and a lack of national leadership, standard courses and
accreditation mechanisms. Sharma (2010) shows limited post-doctoral
research in the 100 years of Indian library historiography (Table 5.12).
The biggest challenges for Indian LIS educators are ensuring LIS
graduates are trained as change makers and increasing Indian LIS
interdisciplinary research (Goswami, 2009). The monotony, nomenclature
and narrowness of Indian LIS education have little innovation, and teaching
practices lack a multidisciplinary approach. Indian LIS education is
important for the growing economy. LIS educators need more engagement
in interdisciplinary projects and developing real-world solutions for the
proliferating information economy.
LIS graduates often lack IT skills, user-centric information services and
communication and information literacy skills. Implementation of e-
learning methods is cursory among librarians (Kanamadi & Kumbar,
2006), leading to stagnant academic libraries (Sampath & Biradar, 2010).
Indian librarians’ role is restrictive as they are not often teaching staff
leading to monotonous jobs; they are unable to lead course content
development, community participation, design teaching aids and informa-
tion resources; and their role in nation building is disregarded by national
pay commissions and policymakers. Indian librarians prefer academic and
special libraries with limited interest in public library jobs.
Indian LIS research is fraught with ghost writing, outsourcing of data
processing, data cooking and rampant plagiarism, leading to unjust
practices diminishing scholarship (Satija, 2010) AU :6. From 1957 to 2008, some
802 LIS theses were published, including 85 bibliometric studies with library
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Table 5.12: Number of institutions offering LIS programmes in India —
2010.
LIS degree Number of institutions
Graduate level Under graduation 120
Post graduation 78
Research level Master of Philosophy 16
Doctoral 63
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management and information-seeking behaviour also popular research
areas AU :7. Few theses examine human resources development, Internet and
digital libraries or LIS education (Chandrashekara & Ramasesh, 2009).
Singh (2009) studied 18 Indian LIS journals and found an increasing focus
on IT studies. Globally, LIS is transforming as the iSchool Movement is
changing the approach to LIS education and research (Bonnici, Subrama-
niam, & Burnett, 2009).
Distance education learners would outnumber the regular students in LIS
education as these aspirants may be working or can’t enroll in a formal
training at graduate level, while the traditional certificate courses are still
available. Distance learners mostly occupy positions in public libraries. But
the big causes of concerns are how far these distance learners are trained for
the demanding workplaces, and their level of management skills in
information literacy competencies are debatable. Many state universities
have neither quality mechanisms nor quality assurance of degrees, so
learners are learning through meager support and hardships. Exceptionally,
Indira Gandhi National Open University did make enormous strides in its
course delivery, and its e-learning course readings are made free, enriched
and educative.47
Indian LIS education in general has not adapted well to changing times
with a few exceptions: Department of Library and Information Science
(DLIS), Banaras Hindu University, offers a one-year postgraduate diploma
in manuscriptology. DLIS of University of Madras has a course on the
anvil-postgraduate diploma in digital library management for the forth-
coming academic year 2010–2011. Under the leadership of Prof. Shalini Urs,
the iSchool Movement entered India with the International School of
Information Management at University of Mysore. The changing nomen-
clature of Tumkur University’s LIS programme under Centre for Rural
Social Documentation and the National Institute of Rural Development’s
Centre for Media and Rural Documentation brings a welcome direction to
ensure diversity and interdisciplinary research. Osmania University,
Hyderabad, and Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Mumbai, have launched
Postgraduate Diploma in Digital Library and Information Management.
Academic Staff Colleges regularly conduct refresher courses for faculty and
encourage hands-on training modules.
Indian LIS education requires on-demand skills and management
training, but is currently outdated with rote learning, theory-based but
little applied knowledge. Raghavan and Agrawal (2006) found that few
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47. IGNOU’s Flexilearn e-learning Portal. Available at http://www.ignouflexilearn.ac.in/
flexilearn/. Retrieved on 15 November 2010.
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graduate from Documentation Research and Training Centre educated
during 1996 to 2005 were in non-traditional library jobs. In India, incentive
programmes and internships should be available for LIS students. LIS
education needs a futuristic outlook encompassing virtual library environ-
ments and information systems. Strategically reviving the LIS education
that incorporates cutting-edge areas is essential, including
� Open-source softwares and systems for personalized information services
� Libraries as community centres, community development and fund-
raising skills
� Libraries as lead learning and cultural centres
� Information marketing, systems approach and copyright compliances
� Website development, mobile technologies and creating taxonomies
� Service science and design, informatics and e-governance
� Social skills and media development for information resources
� Children, young adult and youth information services
� E-learning and electronic services
� Web applications development and programming.
5.8. Library Special Interests Groups, Professional
Associations and Development
Although many Indian library associations are formed over the years in
different regions aimed at library advocacy, reading and information
literacy outreach, we need more action to represent and speak for library
development. Given the turbulence of geopolitics and negligence of
development programmes by successive federal governments, library
associations need more integrity, professionalism and unity. Training and
development programmes are widely organized by these associations, but
the hands-on courses should be encouraged for practicing librarians. Some
examples of recently formed associations are Society for Information Science
(1976),48 Society for Advancement of Library and Information
Science (2002),49 Association for Development of Library and Information
Science (2007).50
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48. Society for Information Science. Available at http://www.sis.org.in/. Retrieved on 5 October
2010.
49. Society for the Advancement of Library and Information Science. Available at http://
www.autolib-india.net/salis/index.asp. Retrieved on 5 October 2010.
50. Association for the Development of Library and Information Science. Available at http://
www.asdolis.net/. Retrieved on 5 October 2010.
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5.8.1. Open-Source Technologies
Open-source technologies are becoming widely accepted by the information
sector and continue to occupy the mainstream of the library operations in
developing institutional repositories and open access advocacy. Open
standards adapted across government agencies should facilitate open
government practices to unlock public-funded research available for all
free from vendor lock-ins and proprietary platforms (Kurup, 2010). Reviews
on information policies and infrastructure should be planned in terms of
e-governance and accessibility. If the National Knowledge Commission’s
recommendations are carried out, it will advance the current library and
information delivery mechanisms. The AU :8National Knowledge Network, a
prestigious programme aimed to provide better connectivity in reach and
speed at 10 Gbps would provide better networking and e-learning solutions
to healthcare, agriculture and especially for higher educational institutions is
under way.51
National e-governance plans are being implemented across the India to
ensure that citizen’s services are accessible and transparent in maintaining
faster reach and accountability. Library sector need the due consideration
for public access.52 In Indian society, many people are unable to consume
information or do not have information accessible within their reach. India
needs legislation with implications for the people instead of desultory
policies without actionable results (Livemint, 2010).
5.8.2. Right to Free and Compulsory Education Act, 2010 and School
Libraries
India’s development can only advance when all schools, especially in rural
and remote areas, are equipped with libraries and learning centres supplied
with educational resources and infrastructure. With a watershed RTE Act,
effective from 1 April 2010, it is much more convenient that the legislation
should streamline setting up libraries for the children enrolled in the schools.
There were 8 million 6 to 14-year-olds in India out of school in 2009
(UNICEF, 2010). If AU :9Indian illiteracy is to be eradicated through primary
education, libraries should be made available to all the schoolchildren to
read and engage their minds. Hence, there are comprehensive policies
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51. National Knowledge Network. Available at http://www.mit.gov.in/content/national-
knowledge-network. Retrieved on 5 October 2010.
52. Department of Information Technology. Available at http://www.mit.gov.in/content/
e-governance. Retrieved on 5 October 2010.
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required to amend the RTC Act, 2010 to have school libraries under
its purview.
Higher educational institutions and the public are disconnected in India.
With the growing knowledge base of institutes of higher learning, academic
libraries shouldprovide access to information for anybody.Openaccesspolicies
should facilitate access to university output. Nehru Yuva Kendra Sangathan
and similar organizations should strengthen information resources for young
adults and youth festivals. Culture AU :10planning should ingrain wide range of youth
literacy programmes to lure the transitioning profile of demographic young
India (Shukla, 2010).Right to Information Act, 2005was a boon for the layman
enabling access to information to be obtained from government machineries.
But, the scope of this Act should include university libraries and public libraries
that maximize the benefits of information access. The awareness of the law, its
scope, provisions and potentials can be strengthened only when the public
organizations like libraries are roped in for access.
Metadata AU :11schemas for Indian resources, data encoding standards for
application areas like data repositories, information retrieval issues in Indian
multilingual settings, interoperability and content standards, open standards,
standardization of Indic scripts, scientometric indicators are the frontier areas
our policymakers should think of in their initialization and development. The
National Digital Preservation Programme has been initiated by Department
of Information Technology and Centre for Development of Advanced
Computing, Pune, while its outcomes are awaited.53 Intellectual property
rights, digital rights management and digital preservation issues should be
deliberation upon for the growing digital economy.
For the thriving Indian information society, research and development is
necessary for growth momentum. As the research practices and learning
methodologies are making over to virtual environments and digital content,
all the stakeholders in the education, culture and youth development should
evolve policies that compound knowledge and make solutions to develop
and sustain it for the user. In that sense, government should establish
research councils in the area of digital libraries, institutional repositories to
accelerate research output of institutions and general public. The
Dharmaganja Project being implemented by National Centre for Science
Information functioning under the aegis of International Development
Research Centre (IDRC) is a test bed project training many professionals.54
We need more such collaborative projects to develop intuitive systems to
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Retrieved on 5 October 2010.
54. Dharmaganja — Enhancing Knowledge Innovation through Union Catalogue. Available at
http://dharmaganja.ncsi.iisc.ernet.in/. Retrieved on 1 November 2010.
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integrate our resources and pool out contents for crosswalks and usable
across interoperable multilingual platforms. Indian libraries should be more
inclusive, facilitating and accommodating for developing resources for all
kinds of challenged people. Initiating projects, talking books, Braille
collections and special collection development for challenged people should
be taken care of by libraries. Indian Copyright Act should explicitly allow
for conversion and redistribution of copyright works in all alternate formats
that persons with disability can access the resources. Opening up collections
covered in copyright regimes, fair dealing and fair doctrine provisions
should be retained whilst protecting rightsholders’ interests.
5.8.3. Integrating Collaboration Catalysts to Celebrate Culture
In many ways — libraries, archives and museums — have things in
common. This perception should be infused in Indian settings, so that
capacity building, innovative funding plans to protect historical records,
monuments, tangible and intangible heritage are conserved for education
and posterity. These resources should be made specializations in LIS
education as well as in addressing contemporary issues like climate change,
cultural diversity and unity, social inclusion and so on.
5.9. Conclusions
Indian social and cultural issues associated with knowledge creation and
sharing must be overcome to attain the status of empowered society. The
need for proliferation of Indian public libraries for capacity building should
be seriously planned and streamlined for lifelong learning. In order to
celebrate the breadth and depth of Indian culture, libraries must be
equipped with state-of-the-art technologies to ensure perpetual and free flow
of information well-organized, preserved for the posterity to bring the
people closer together. Indian libraries must respond to global partnerships
(e.g. World Digital Library), revving up digitization capacity connecting to
the world. National missions on narrowing digital divide, through multi-
lingualism, technical development and Indic content development should be
encouraged. Given the Indian geopolitics and governance, we need to lobby
for the cause of literacy and education through libraries as critically
important. The creation and sharing of knowledge should be anywhere and
anytime to perpetuate the access of social capital. Many areas in India need
knowledge to be accentuated: arts, genealogy, folklore, crafts, artisanship,
music, tribal studies, ethnography, communities, indigenous technologies,
traditional medicinal systems and heritage.
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In pursuit of excellence in the information services sector, we have to be
resonant with the policymakers, educators and associations to envision the
brighter future of library services in India. In order to achieve that we need
to appreciate learning, building team spirit and leadership skills to lead the
country as knowledge economy and raising the librarianship profile. In that
sense library programmes and information services require continuous
evaluation to make sure the policies and training are effective, constantly
evaluating potential areas for improvement in customer service skills,
technical evaluation and expertise in information management practices. As
the mobile technologies, electronic resources and Web-based information
services are dominating the information access, it is imperative for librarians
to accelerate the online presence of libraries with the sweeping technologies
at the helm to reshape the library services. Libraries need simpler, navigable,
intuitive systems which allow people to delve deeply into information
sources and supportive finding aids. To bring about this change, we must be
political savvy and use strategic planning to navigate decisions and to bring
a better future for Indian libraries and cultural sector to enable Indian
our citizens to be perpetual ‘information heirs’ in an empowered and
united India.
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